



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Park and Green Zone in Tokyo　― A Preliminary Discussion ―
NAKAMURA, Kenji
As a big metropolitan area, Tokyo has a big artificial environment. In this environment, parks and green zones 
are important to keep the natural environment. There are big green zones in Tokyo, such as, the Imperial Palace, 
Akasaka Rikyu, and Meiji Shrine. Many smaller green zones are originated from the gardens of the houses of 
Daimyo’s in the Edo period. In the big green zones, natural environment is maintained. In other green zones, 
the natural environment is strongly controlled to provide people with comfortable “green” environment, and to 
maintain the natural ecosystems is the secondary purpose. An investigation method for understanding the various 
parks and green zones in Tokyo is proposed.
東京の公園と緑地　― 序論 ―
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